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Senator LONERGAN. Yes; 1 understand.
Mr. WITTE. We haven't attempted to ascertain that. We can

give you an estimate of the number of people over 65 years of age
who are now on relief and that is the group that is the minimum num-
ber who will be able to qualify.

Senator LONERGAN. Now, has your committee contacted the author-
ities in a State to ascertain whether or not each State can stand the
financial burden if this plan is adopted?

Mr. WITTE. No, sir; 28 States now have laws. The other 20 are
the States in the main where the financial situation is most acute.
They are the more rural States, in which the grant would probably, on
the average, be smaller than in the States that now have such laws.

Senator GUFFEY. Dr. Witte, some of the 28 States who have passed
old-age pension laws are not actually paying old-age pensions.
Pennsylvania, for instance, has passed the law, but it is not paying the
pensions.

Mr. WITTE. Five States out of the 28 are not really enforcing their
pension laws; 23 States are paying pensions. The States that are
not paying pensions at this time are all States that enacted their laws
very recently in 1933. It is to be hoped and expected that they will
make provisions for payment in time. Five States out of the twenty-
.eight are not really enforcing their pension laws.

Senator GUFFEY. The State of Pennsylvania is one of them.
Mr. WITTE- Pennsylvania is one of them.
Senator KING. Dr. Witte, have you contracted the proper authori-

ties in the Federal Government to see where they would stand, in
view of the tremendous appropriations called for?

Mr. WITTE. The President very wisely placed on the Committee
as a member of the Committee, the Secretary of the Treasury. We
have had advice from him on the financial aspects of these problems.
The question of what the States can do is one that of course must be
taken into consideration. I think every State, if you asked it, would

:say that it could not afford to pay the bill, that it would like to have
the Federal Government pay the entire cost. I might say, however,
that Congressman Kellar, of Illinois, after consulting us, addressed a
letter to the governors of all the States and asked them what sort of
a pension law they thought the Federal Government should enact.
I am not quoting him exactly, but I think the majority of the gover-
nors of the States indicated that a 50-percent matching basis seemed
fair to them. A majority of the governors also indicated that a
pension figured on a $30-a-month basis was reasonable. If you so
desire, I presume Congressman Kellar would be glad to testify on
that point.

Senator KING. Did the Committee itself send any communication
to the governors of the various States, or any agencies in the States,
to obtain their views with reference to this matter?

Mr. WITTE. No, sir.
Senator GORE. Mr. Witte, do you know that the national dem-

ocratic platform declared for old-age pensions to be taken care of by
State laws alone?

Mr. WITTE. It declared in favor of unemployment insurance and
gold-age pensions through State legislation.

Senator GORE. There was no mention even of Federal participation,
the clear implication being it was for the States to pay the cost.
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Mr. WITTE. The implication that the Federal Government should
not participate may or may not be read into that plank; that is a
matter of opinion.

Senator GORE. It was possible for the committee that had charge
of this in the convention to have said Federal and State, there was
no inhibition on using the word "Federal" in that plan.

Mr. WITTE. This bill contemplates that the States will enact the
old-age pension laws and administer them, and the Federal Govern-
ment will participate in aiding them to have such laws.

Senator KING. You think it wise that the burden be placed on the
States of initiating the law and administering it?

Mr. WITTE. That is the thought of the Committee, and the
thought of the Committee is, too, that as a practical matter-because
of the financial condition that so many of the States are in, if we are
going to take care of these old people who are in need at this time,
who cannot provide for themselves, whose children do not provide for
them-Federal participation is necessary.

Senator GORE. You do not think the Federal Government is in any
better shape financially than the States that collectively constitute
the whole of the Union?

Mr. WITTE. Our judgment is that the Federal Government can
carry this burden.

Senator GORE. Is there any resource or revenue that the Federal
Government can tap that does not come out of the pockets of the
people in the several States?

Mr. WITTE. Of course not, because we are all one country and a
citizen of a State is also a citizen of the United States.

Senator GORE. Yes. If Maine does not see fit to pension their
aged citizens, you think it still ought to be taxed to pension the citizens
in California?

Mr. WITTE. This is the same question on which the Congress has
acted in the relief legislation. The Congress had established the
principle that at least in a time such as we are facing now there is a
national responsibility for the care of people who are without means.
This is a plan to provide for the old people without means and who
are not being supported by their own children in a more humane
and better way.

Senator KING. There is nothing in the State constitution that would
prohibit them from imposing taxes upon the people within their
own borders to take care of the indigent, is there?

Mr. WITTE. The State old-age pension laws have been sustained
everywhere. There was a decision in the State of Pennsylvania,
under a peculiar provision of its constitution, in which its original
old-age pension law was held unconstitutional. Aside from that, the
decisions have all been that old-age pension laws are within the
jurisdiction of the States and are valid.

Senator BARKLEY. The Federal Government being further from
home it has more courage to levy taxes.

Senator KING. You mentioned the advisability of having flexi-
bility in the law, and I think you are right there. That flexibility
would be best carried into effect by a State rather than by the Federal
Government, would it not?

Mr. WITTE. This plan contemplates, Senator, that the State shall
pay one-half of the cost at least. That is a safeguard against any
reckless waste of money. If the States bear half the costs, I do not
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Mr. WITTE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. It is general throughout the United States?
Mr. WITTE. It is the only part of our committee's program in which

we provide for exclusively Federal administration. In all other parts
of the program, we recommend a cooperative Federal and State
system. IV, e recommend an exclusively Federal system here primarily
because the working life is such a long period, a period extending
normally from about 20 years of age to about 65-45 years. During
such a long period of time, a large percentage of our American popula-
tion will shift about very considerably. You would get very intricate
problems of transfer of records if you attempted to establish an insur-
ance system covering 45 years of a person's lifetime on the basis of
State lines. Then again it is a system which after it is once estab-
lished and becomes familiar, can be administered with a minimum
of direct contact with the insured employees.

Senator COUZENS. Have you attempted to figure the cost of admin-
istration in all these activities?

Mr. WITTE. This activity here?
Senator COUZENS. All of the activities which are incorporated in

the bill.
Mr. WITTE. The administration of the annuities is a function of

the Social Insurance Board. The Social Insurance Board is respon-
sible for the administration of this system and also for the adminis-
trotion of the Federal part of unemployment insurance and for further
studies of other forms of social insurance. We suggest an appropria-
tion of $1,000,000 a year for all of the activities of the Social Insurance
Board.

Senator BLACK. Dr. Witte, returning to the subject of those in-
cluded, it includes those who are employed?

Mr. WITTE. Yes, sir.
Senator BLACK. And includes no other group?
Mr. WITTE. Not on a compulsory basis.
Senator BLACK. What about, for instance, certain sections of

farmers, or a tenant farmer?
Mr. WITTE. Neither would be included in this compulsory system.

It is desirable, in order to reduce pension costs, to include these other
self-employed groups, but no effective method of collection from these
self-employed groups has yet been devised anywhere in the world.
One country, Sweden, attempts it through a "head tax", as they call
it, a poll tax, and the collection is very imperfect. The employed
group can be reached, because we can collect from the employer and
authorize him to deduct from the employee. It is again a question of
administration. The desirability of bring in the entire population in
very evident, but the difficulties of doing it are such that we, as yet,
do not know how we could bring in the self-employed.

Senator BLACK. That is a rather large group that is excluded, is it
not? Have you any figures?

Mr. WITTE. This group includes about 40 percent of all gainfully
occupied persons in the United States. Sixty percent are employees
and 40 percent are not.

Senator KING. Doctor, in your projecting of this plan, didn't you
have before you populations such as for instance in Great Britain,
Germany, and France that are rather fixed and stationary, not so
mobile and transitory as the population in the United States. With-
out mentioning any States, I have in mind a number of States where
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there has been an accretion to the population of from 10 to 20 percent
in the past few years, and in some other States, because of the mobility
and change in conditions, there has been a decrease in population. It
does seem to me with the mobility of the population, and the transitory
character in so many of the States, you would have the utmost diffi-
culty in putting into force this system.

Mr. WITTE. That is one reason, Senator, why we have not tried to
set up this insurance system on State lines. In a period of 45 years,
a working life of 45 years, people move about in this country a great
deal. Administration of a compulsory annuity system presents a
more difficult problem, as an administrative problem, in this country
than in Europe. It is not an insoluble problem, however. We have
a vast expanse, a larger expanse than any other country in the world
except Russia, and we have a mobile population. We have a popula-
tion which at this time, except for industrial insurance, is not familiar
with the European methods of collection. Establishment of an old-
age-insurance system presents considerable difficulties. But the
alternative is that you will have very large pension costs in the
future years, because of two factors, because the number of the
aged is increasing rapidly and a larger percentage of the old people
will probably be dependent as the gratuitous pension system becomes
more firmly established. If you accept the general principle that it
is desirable that provisions for old age shall be made for the individuals,
then you must come to some system of this sort.

In that connection, I wish to say this, too, that experience in nearly
all countries of the world has been that they started with noncontribu-
tory old-age pensions for people in need, just as we have started in this
country, in the 28 States that have such laws. In the course of time
it becomes so apparent that the costs of noncontributory pensions are
so great, that the country also institutes a contributory system to
take over gradually the burden of these costs. England, for instance,
instituted a noncontributory old-age pension system in 1908. By
1925 it found it necessary to supplement that by a contributory
system. It has both now.

Canada started with noncontributory pensions in 1927. The
Premier of Canada has announced that he will present at the next
session of the Parliament a contributory old-age insurance plan, as
well as an unemployment-insurance law.

Senator KING. Doctor, did your committee consider this question?
We are in a period of depression and have been for a number of years.
There are some evidences of revival in business, but still a good deal
of apprehension on the part of business people, as well as the popula-
tion generally. Did you consider that if you project us immediately
into this tripartite or quadruple plan, with all of the machinery and
economics and costs involved, all at once, it might be rather too big
a jump. Did you consider the wisdom of tackling one or two of
these first, getting those plans in operation successfully and then
approach the others in the light of experience, in the light of improved
conditions, as probably they will be; in other words, did the com-
mittee consider the wisdom when we are all prostrate, so to speak,
tied down by economic conditions that are chaining us pretty tightly,
did you consider the wisdom of immediately imposing on business
and upon the people these rather heavy burdens rather than approach-
ing the task in the light of our experience and in the light of improved
conditions?
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Senator CouzENS. What becomes of the funds that are collected
under these annuities if a person dies before 65?

Mr. WITTE. That is provided, Senator, in section 405 (c), at the
bottom of page 28. The provision is that, if a person dies, the money
that he has himself contributed, not the employer's money, shall be
returned to him with interest, that is, returned to his estate; similarly
if he dies after he has been granted an annuity, the money is returned
to him less the amount that has been paid to him as an annuity. In
any event a person always gets back his own money, or his estate
does.

The CHAIRMAN. What about the employer's money? That goes.
into the fund?

Mr. WITTE. Yes, sir. Returning the employer's money would
add to the cost of these annuities very materially. By not returning
any part of the money you reduce the cost, but it was the thought of
our committee that it would not be satisfactory to the workers-
that they would not be able to understand a system under which
they, or rather their heirs, would not get back their own money with
interest in the event that they should be unfortunate enough to die
young.

Senator COUZENS. I still do not understand your answer to Sena-
tor Harrison's questions as to the funds paid by the employer.

Mr. WITTE. It is returned to the fund.
Senator CouzENS. Then how is it distributed?
Mr. WITTE. This is a single fund. It is in the fund and it is dis-

tributed to other people. It helps carry the whole pension load..
We keep a separate account of the employees' contributions, in order
to be able to determine the annuity payable to him. We keep no
separate account of the employers' contributions. We do not say
that Tom Jones was employed by the Ford Motor Co. and the Ford
Motor Co. contributed this much in his behalf. The only record we
have is how much he paid.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, Dr. Witte; proceed.
Mr. WITTE. If there are no further questions on this contributory

system, I would like to pass to the third part.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. I would like to ask you, Doctor, how you

contemplate making up this deficit that will be in the annuity scheme
because of the low tax which you are imposing in the early years?

Mr. WITTE. As the bill now stands that is not made up, and rep-
resents a cost which will begin in the year 1965. Until the year 1965,
there is no cost to the Government. After the year 1965, there will
be a cost to the Government under the system as it stands. If you
wish to eliminate that cost, there are two things which you can do.
We submitted to the House Ways and Means Committee various.
tables showing concretely what alternatives there are.

Senator LA FOLLETTE. Will you see that they are incorporated in
this record?

Mr. WITTE. I will incorporate them in the record. You can step
up the contribution rates in the early years. That has two features
which many people think undesirable.

The CHAIRMAN. If business recovers and wages increase and so
forth, that would be all right, wouldn't it?

Mr. WITTE. It would be. One factor is that high rates at the begin-
ning might burden business quite heavily in the early years when
it is desirable to keep the rates low, and the other that you will build
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up reserves very fast and these reserves are very deceptive, represent-
ing really a debt of the United States Government to the fund. Yet
these reserves might be regarded by the people on the annuity lists
as a reason for increasing the annuity and other people might want
these reserves to be used for all kinds of purposes. That is the danger
of reserves that mount very fast-and they will mount very fast-
if there are high rates at the beginning, because at that time you have
relatively few people retiring. The people that are now 20 will not
retire until the year 1980. (That is where the year of 1980 comes
from. By that time all of the present industrial population will have
reached the retirement age.) As you build up in the early years you
have a much greater income of the fund than you have outgo. Even
at these rates that we have in here a reserve of $15,000,000,000 will
be built up according to the estimates of our actuaries by 1965. If
you step up the rates you build up a much larger reserve and much
faster. It is debatable whether that is desirable. Personally, I have
not felt that the reserves constitute quite such an obstacle as some
actuaries believe.

But that is a question for you to decide. You can eliminate the
cost to the Government under the annuity system by stepping up the
rates. You can eliminate that cost also by not paying any thing at
all to any person who is now beyond middle age in excess of the amount
which his own contributions and those of his employers will buy at
age 65, but then you will get very small annuities for the person who
has only been in the system for 5 years. If his average wage has
been $100 a month, lie will get an annuity at an initial 1 percent contri-
bution rate of 48 cents, and an annuity of $2.39 per month on a 5
percent contribution rate. In these provisions we contemplate a
larger annuity than is "earned" for the person who is now well along
in years. That is the element of cost to the Government, which it
ultimately will have to bear. After the 5 percent rate is in effect the
person who starts at age 20 will pay his own annuity, including his
employers' contribution. The person who is now 55 won't pay his
own annuity and the Government will bear that cost, in the form of
an interest charge on the money really borrowed from the contribu-
tions of the younger workers in these earlier years of the system.
That is the plan we set up; you can adopt that plan if you wish.
You can avoid any governmental contribution to this system entirely.

Senator KING. By increasing the rates?
Mr. WITTE. By increasing the rates, or by eliminating entirely

partially unearned annuities to people who are half old.
The CHAIRMAN. By increasing the rates you will increase the

political agitation to reduce the rates later on and dissipate any reserve
that had been built up.

Mr. WITTE. That was our fear.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Have you furnished any tables of what the

Government will have to meet by years?
Mr. WITTE. We have tables, yes, sir. These tables that we sub-

mitted to the House Ways and Means Committee, and which you
asked me to insert.

The CHAIRMAN. I think Miss Perkins put them in the record.
Mr. WITTE. I think so. If they are not inserted, we will be glad

to insert them at this point.
Senator KING. Does the history in other counrties of this plan, as

well as the other plan here submitted, show tremendous political
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large as capital for the otherwise uncapitalized. Without capital and without
insurance, relief in some form of charity, public or private, is necessary. Calling
for relief come those who are seekers of charity; come the improvident, the
incompetent and, most distressingly, the unfortunates. These might be described
as the unemployables-in some not inconsiderable part voluntarily unemployable
for reasons of their own and in larger part as unemployables for various other
reasons.

For this class, social-insurance plans of organized old-age relief offer advantages,
both to the individual and to the public who pay the price, over disorganized
efforts at charity or relief, individual or institutional. This relief, even on the
basis of mere subsistence, represents a heavy bill for the taxpayers, which bill
would grow to a size that would defeat itself were it attempted to carry the
amount of the relief beyond subsistence figures.

This group, which I have not i.oo accurately classified as the unemployables,
is not the group served by life insurance. They represent a group that are objects
of charity and the fringe between such group and those who are capable of
supporting themselves and desirous of doing so.

Insurance men are ready to lend their experience in the service of this social-
insurance class by assisting in the formation of social-insurance measures along
lines of sanity and workability. As an insurance man, I would say without
hesitation that the efforts to provide through social-insurance measures a more
self-respecting form of relief, a better budgeted charity program, will do much to
arouse public interest in the whole subject of security. In doing this, that over-
whelming number of upstanding men and women who represent the insurance
field will be inspired to look more deeply into their insurance needs and to more
completely provide security for themselves. Thus it is likely, in my judgment,
that history will repeat itself and the impetus given to the cause of life insurance
by the War Risk Bureau in putting a value of $10,000 on the life of every enlisted
man will be accentuated with the result that the present agitation for social-
insurance measures will swell the volume of individual and group life insurance
and annuities.

In doing this, the insurance companies and their agents will not only be bene-
fited by an enhanced business, but the business itself will the better be able to
muster to its support public appreciation of the tremendous national and com-
munity service rendered by life insurance supplied through premium-paying
Americans who, wanting no charity, take care of themselves and those dependent
on them.

This leads me to a final word which must be said despite the recognized neces-
sity of heavy taxation, to wit, that a Government directing itself toward social-
insurance relief and spending the taxpayers' money in humane measures to
provide some form of security to those who have no other recourse is stupidly
inconsistent in imposing the gross premium taxation on what might be described
as the self-imposed taxes of the premium payer and what therefore has been
accurately described as double taxation.

With reference to unemployment insurance, I need only restate that the term
is a misnomer and that there is no insurance connected with the proposal.
What is meant is unemployment reserves. The collection of these reserves in
good times to tide over-as far as such reserves can be made reasonably to tide
over-forms of temporary unemployment represents an enlightened way of pre-
paring in time of plenty for the famine to come. In such respect unemployment
reserves become a near relative to the insurance family. Measures of this kind,
however, popularly discussed as unemployment insurance, are in no way an
invasion of the field of the life insurance company.

It may be pointed out, however, that life-insurance policies represent owner-
ship in reserves and, like all possessions, have been called upon in their cash-
surrender values and in their loan values, as well as in the payment of principal
from time to time by death or other form of maturity, to give service to the
unemployed or to those whose fading finances would not be sufficient without
this assistance to meet immediate requirements. Life insurance men are
working for a secured world. They do yeoman work in providing sound insurance
widely disseminated and economically and efficiently administered.

Mr. WITTE (continuing). There are insurance people who feel that
this means competition. There are other insurance people who
believe that this will not be damaging but that it will prove beneficial
to the insurance companies. I think the same fears were expressed
at the time of the passage of the War Risk Insurance Act, but it is now
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generally recognized by insurance men that the effect of the War Risk
Insurance Act was to stimulate the commercial life-insurance business.
We expect that the commercial annuity business will likewise be
stimulated through the enactment of legislation which will bring
home to the people of this country the necessity for making provision
for their old age. That is a matter of opinion, of course. No one
can say definitely whether this will prove to be the case, or the reverse.
There are people who are fearful that this means competition for the
insurance companies, but there are also insurance men who hold the
contrary view.

Senator BLACK. Doctor, may I ask you there, since you brought it
up specially, and it might be interesting to know how well the private
insurance companies have made the thing. Do you have a copy of
the advertisement which I have seen frequently, which I think has
been sent to me and delivered by insurance agents, showing the study
that was made of the large group of people, starting as I recall at the
age of 20, showing how few of them had a competence at the age of 65
either from insurance or any other cause.

Mr. WITTE. I have seen that statement.
Senator BLACK. Have you a copy of that?
Mr. WITTE. I do not believe I have, but I will try to locate it.
(The document referred to submitted by the witness for the record

is as follows:)
[ Reprinted from The Diamond Life Bulletin Service (1934 monthly bulletins) published by the

National Life Underwriters, 420 East Fourth Street, Ciucfnnati, Ohio]

Now, let's look at the situation of 100 average men according to the figures
given by the American Bankers Association approving a special investigation
of 20,000 old men, made by Joseph J. Devney, of Cleveland."

According to these figures, at age 65, 42 out of 100 men starting at age 25 have
died, leaving 58 surviving. Of these 58, 8 are independent (or 14 percent of
those surviving); 28 (or 48 percent) have no money but can work; 22 (or 38 per-
cent) have no money and can't work.

Now let's look at the figures at age 75. By this time 67 have died out of the
original 100. Only 3 of the remaining 33 have money (which is 9 percent); 14
(or 42 percent) have no money but can still work; 16 (or 49 percent) have no
money and can't work.

Notice particularly that several who had money at age 65 evidently did not
have it invested in an old man's investment, because the money didn't last,

Let me repeat these figures. They ought to make us all think.
At age 65 half of our hundred young men are still living and have no more

money than they had when they started out 40 years before. They have no
property at all, or not enough to support them without a job. Where do you
suppose the money went? Of course, we don't know. But there's the picture:
50 out of 58 men left out of the original 100 are "broke" at 65.

Then look at age 75. Only 3 have money, and 30 have nothing at all to live
on. The rest are dead.

Think of what this means. Even if we do have money here at age 35, and
even if we think we're "sitting pretty"-we can't get away from these figures.
This is life and these facts apply to every one of us, because if we live to be 60
or 65 we may be "broke" too, just like so many others. Even though we do
make money in the meantime, we may lose out some place in between. There
has certainly been enough experience with losses in the ordinary forms of property
during the last 2 or 3 years to make us all "sit up and take notice."

The number of men out of 1,000 alive at each 10-year age period who are
worth $100 or more increases until age 45 is reached, then it declines rapidly.

At 75 fewer men have at least $100 than at 25-notwithstanding they have
had 50 years in which to accumulate.

Those who have $1,000 or more increase until 45, remain the same until 5.5,
then decrease.






